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MULTIPLE SPOT-BEAM SYSTEMS FOR 
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to satellite communica 

tions systems and more particularly to a system using 
distributed routing and switching systems which mini 
mize the quantity of satellite hardware while achieving 
the desired objectives of high capacity highly ?exible 
access and high reliability for long life. 

Still more particularly, the present invention is di 
rected to multiple pencil-beam, high capacity satellite 
systems which provide highly ?exible access using a 
satellite-switched, time-division multiple-access (SS 
TDMA) mode of operation with on-board regeneration 
and processing. 

In satellite communications systems, service costs can 
be reduced by providing distributed access via low cost 
earth stations. This is likely to require a proliferation of 
inexpensive and unattended earth stations that have 
relatively small antennas and are preferably located at 
the customer’s premises. To compensate for the lower 
earth station antenna gain, satellite-radiated energy 
density needs to be increased signi?cantly by concen 
trating the useful signal energy into a large number of 
pencil beams having high G/T and high e.i.r.p., rather 
than spread-out coverage areas such as a hemisphere or 
the entire globe. The beams may use orthogonal polar 
ization isolation and spatial isolation if necessary. As a 
result, the overall satellite capacity can be multiplied by 
reusing the allocated frequency bands at C- and K" 
bands, provided the beam-to-beam co-channel interfer 
ence can be minimized. This can be achieved by on 
board regeneration of all the digital signals, since de 
modulation and remodulation effectively separate per 
formance degradations of the up- and down-links and 
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only result in the algebraic additions of bit-error rates. ’ 
These improvements, however require more sophisti 

cated SS-TDMA earth station equipment and a highly 
?exible means on board the satellite for interconnecting 
all the earth stations located in different coverage areas 
or beams. See for example, F. T. Assal, R. Gupta, J. 
Apple, and A. Lopatin “A Satellite Switching Center 
for SS-TDMA Communications," COMSAT Technical 
Review, Vol. 12, No. 1, Spring 1982, pp. 29-68; S. J. 
Campanella and R. Colby, “Network Control for 
TDMA and SS-TDMA in Multiple-Beam Satellite Sys 
tems,“Fifth International Conference on Digital Satel 
lite Communications, Genoa, Italy, March l98l: and T. 
Inukai, “An Efficient SS-TDMA Time Slot Assignment 
Algorithm,” IEEE Transactions on Communications. 
Vol. COM-27 No. 10 October 1979 pp. 1449-1455. 
Compared to global coverage satellites, multiple-nar 
row-beam satellites complicate the overall system archi 
tecture by requiring ?exible interconnections possibly 
among all the participating earth stations. Microwave 
switch matrices (MSMs) have been proposed for satel 
lite-switched time-division multiple-access (SS-TDMA) 
in INTELSAT VI, as described by S. B. Bennett and D. 
J. Braverman “INTELSAT VI -A Continuing Evolu 
tion,” Proc. IEEE, Vol. 72, November 1984, pp. 
l457—l468, and it is anticipated that regeneration, base 
band switching and/or processing will be introduced 
on-board NASA’s Advanced Communications Tech 
nology Satellite (ACTS), as described by W. Holmes 
and G. Beck, “The ACTS Flight Segment: Cost Effec 
tive Advanced Communications Technology,” AIAA 
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10th Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 
Orlando, Fla, March 1984. and in Italy's ITALSAT, as ~ 
described by S. Tirro, “The ITALSAT Pre-Opera 
tional Program,” Sixth International Conference on 
Digital Satellite Communications, Phoenix, Ariz. Sep 
tember 1983. Thus, the simultaneous operation of a 
large number of pencil beams becomes a feasible and 
attractive means of reducing communications service 
cost. With regeneration, the number of simultaneously 
operating beams can be increased signi?cantly, since 
beam-to-beam co-channel interference is limited to up 
and down-links separately. 

Another important aspect of communications system 
design is hardware redundancy. To ensure‘communica 
tions hardware survivability in space, redundancy (2 
for-l, or 3-for-2) is usually provided for all active sub 
systems, that is, for the low-noise receivers (LNRs) and 
the high-power amplifying transmitters. Depending on 
the requirements, enhanced satellite reliability is 
achieved by pooling failure-prone devices such as the 
frequency channelized power transmitters, to produce a 
“double-ring” redundancy network, as shown in FIGS. 
1 and 2. See, for example, F. T. Assal, C. Mahle and A. 
Berman, “Network Topologies to Enhance the Reli 
ability of Communications Satellites,” COMSAT Tech 
nical Review, Vol. 6 No. 2, Fall 1976, pp. 309-322. In 
this hypothetical example, a l2-for-8 double-ring re 
dundancy is provided for enhanced reliability. Any 4 of 
the 12 transmitters could fail without affecting the oper 
ation of eight channels, because the RF signals would 
be routed to the surviving ampli?ers. 
The present invention is directed to improvements in 

multibeam systems. However, to place the present in 
vention in proper perspective, a brief review of the 
advantages of global beam satellites will ?rst be pro 
vided, followed by a discussion of multiple-beam con 
?gurations that use ?xed, scanning, and hopping beam 
techniques which allocate critical satellite resources by 
inner switching, outer routing, or outer switching, re 

spectively. 
Global beam coverage satellites with no routing/ 

switching, receiving communications signals at 6 GHz 
and retransmitting at 4 GHz, provide for the simplest 
and most flexible operational systems. Such systems 
were used in early INTELSAT satellites and are cur 
rently provided as complementary packages in multi 
ple-beam systems such as INTELSAT V and VI. A 
single beam covering the 18° ?eld of view of the earth 
is generated using a single horn with an edge-of-cover 
age gain of about 17 dBi. As a result, low G/T and low 
e.i.r.p. require large earth station antennas. Also, the 
allocated frequency band (500 MHz in the up‘link and 
500 MHZ in the down-link) may be reused only once, 
thereby limiting the overall available capacity. Since 
the earth stations could receive all the satellite transmit 
ted signals this single-beam coverage provides full con 
nectivity in either frequency-division multiple access 
(FDMA) or TDMA. 

Multiple spot beams can be implemented as ?xed, 
hopping, and/or scanning beams. Fixed SS-TDMA 
beams are con?gured (as is being done for a relatively 
small number of beams in INTELSAT VI and ITAL 
SAT) once it is assumed that the traf?c capacity projec 
tions are fairly accurate and that each beam contains 
sufficient capacity to warrant the dedication of scarce 
power resources to the illuminated areas. 
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In a ?xed multibeam system with inner routing/ 
switching, all of the beams are basically frozen, critical 
satellite resources are permanently assigned to each 
beam, and signal inner-routings or switching cannot 
reallocate these resources. 

Conceptually, ?exibility of operation in an on board 
processing SS-TDMA satellite system can be provided 
by using multiple scanning beams. In the case of scan 
ning systems, the narrow beams formed by using an 
active phase-array antenna are steered on demand to 
focus the radiated power on speci?c areas. FIG. 5 de— 
picts a large number of spot beams (e.g., about 100 for 
1.0‘ beams or about 400 for 0.5° beams) covering land 
masses within the AOR global coverage area visible 
from geostationary orbit. To signi?cantly increase the 
communications capacity and ?exibility of access 
within the SS TDMA frame, adjacent beams may be 
scheduled to have different frequencies of operation, 
and multiple frequency reuse can be implemented for 
spatially isolated beams. As the beams are narrowed, 
the resulting increase in satellite antenna gain, with a 
concomitant increase in G/T and e.i.r.p., makes possible 
distributed access via low-cost customer-premises earth 
stations. 
An alternative technique of obtaining ?exibility is a 

multiple hopping beam system. The hopping-beam con 
?guration contains a full complement of antenna ele 
ments, low noise ampli?ers (LNAs), and power trans 
mitters, which are energized on demand only when 
required for transmissions. Single feed elements in con 
junction with a focal-region-fed optical system, are used 
to generate a number of pencil beams for the multiple 

1' hopping concept. A spherical wave radiating from the 
single feed element (or from a cluster of very few feeds) 
is transferred through a single- or dual-re?ector system 
to produce a plane wave in the desired direction of the 
beam. The single offset re?ector con?guration is the 
simplest and currently the most widely used for com 
munications satellites while a dual-re?ector system pro 
duces less scan loss and better co- and cross polarization 
isolation. Recently, it has been shown that a side-fed 
offset Cassegrain system offers the best overall perfor 
mance among the dual-re?ector con?gurations. See for 
example. R. Jorgensen, P. Balling and W. J. English. 
“Dual Offset Re?ector Multibeam Antenna For Inter 
national Communications Satellite Applications,“ 
IEEE Transactions on Anlennas and Propagation. Vol. 
AP-33, December 1985, pp. 1304-1312. 
Turning attention speci?cally to the Intelsat system, 

the primary motivation in designing the INTELSAT I 
through VI series of satellites was to satisfy an increas 
ing demand for communications capacity to and from 
large gateway or national earth stations (i.e., a capacity 
increase of from 240 to 33,000 telephone channels per 
satellite). To meet this capacity demand, INTELSAT 
VI was designed to reuse the allocated frequency bands 
by focusing its radiated energy into two and six isolated 
beams at K,,- and C-bands respectively. At Ku-band, 
two spatially isolated spot beams are provided having 
approximately 40 dBi of gain, while at C band there are 
four spatially isolated zones in one polarization sense 
with approximately 30 dBi of gain and two spatially 
isolated hemispherical beams with the opposite sense of 
polarization with approximately 23 dBi of gain. 
To include areas not covered by any of these beams, 

two orthogonal earth coverage (global) beams having 
approximately 17 dBi of gain utilize about 120 MHz of 
allocated bandwidth at C-band. FIG. 3 illustrates the 
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4 
coverage areas of these beams for the Atlantic Ocean 
Region (AOR) At C-band, the zone and hemi beams 
have opposite circular polarization, while at K,,-band 
the spot beams have orthogonal linear polarization. To 
accommodate the different locations of population cen 
ters in the Indian and Paci?c Ocean Regions, two com 
plex sets of mechanical switches are provided in the 
satellite antenna subsystems at C-band. Since the pri 
mary mode of transmission is FDMA, path to-path 
interconnections are easily achieved with a set of semi 
static mechanical switches for frequency multiplexed 
channels having bandwidths of 36 or 72 MHz. To in 
crease the ?exibility of operation and access, two (6X 6) 
MSMs are introduced for SS-TDMA in two 72-MHz 
channels. In either case inner-switching, and hence a 
?xed-beam satellite concept, is employed. 
Although the beams are designed to be isolated, side 

lobes and imperfect polarization result in a system that 
is limited by co-channel interference. As communica 
tions capacity requirements continue to increase beyond 
INTELSAT V1 for the primary satellite (i.e., the satel 
lite which will permit all earth stations located within 
the global coverage area, as seen from geosynchronous 
orbit, to communicate with each other) it may be neces 
sary to demodulate and remodulate digital signals. 
thereby increasing the number of frequency reuses by 
providing a larger number of narrow, pencil-like beams 
The use of on board regeneration with hard-decision 
isolates up- and down-link impairments and allows each 
transmission path to be optimized separately. In the 
up-link these impairments include the temperature of 
the earth, thermal noise (primarily generated in the 
receiver) and adjacent beam-to-beam co-channel inter 
ference Similar effects occur in the down-link. . 

Orr-board data regeneration is described by S. J. 
Campanella, F. T. Assal and A. Berman, “On-Board 
Communication Processing Technology,” Symposium 
on Transportation and Communications, Genoa, Italy. 
October 1980; S. J. Campanella, F. T. Assal and A. 
Berman, “On-Board Regenerative Repeater " IEEE 
International Conference on Communications, Chicago 
Ill., June 1977, Conference Record, pp. 6.2-121 to 
62-125; and Y. S. Lee, “Simulation Analysis For Dif 
ferentially Coherent Quaternary PSK Regenerative 
Repeater," COMSAT Technical Review Vol 7. No. 2 
Fall 1977, pp. 447-474. On-board data regeneration 
results in the addition of up- and down-link bit error 
rates (BERs), whereas a nonregenerative satellite causes 
up-link impairments to be passed to the down-link 
Therefore on-board regeneration allows for a signi? 
cant reduction in the up and down-link energy-per-bit 
to noise-power-density ratios (Eb/N0) in order to 
achieve the same BERs Alternatively, the desired per 
formance can be achieved even with several co-channel 
interferers by using several “isolated" beams operating 
simultaneously in the same frequency bands. 
An on-board processing multi-beam satellite con?gu 

ration will be described with reference to FIG. 4. which 
shows a simpli?ed block diagram of a ?xed~multibeam, 
on-board processing satellite for SSLTDMA operation. 
This representative example comprises N up- and 
down~link beams. Using conventional techniques, the 
allocated frequency band for each of the N ?xed beams 
is subdivided or demultiplexed into M channels. Up to 
(MXN) up-link TDMA signals are received, low-noise 
ampli?ed, demultiplexed into separate (l-to-M) chan 
nels and then demodulated. Assuming quaternary 
phase-shift keying (QPSK) the output of each demodu 
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lator includes the recovered clock component and the 
regenerated I and a bit streams. 

Inner routing/switching and on-board processing 
precede remodulation power ampli?cation, multiplex 
ing, and retransmission of the regenerated carriers 
through a set of N ?xed‘beams. Assuming that some 
beams are only lightly loaded it is wasteful of satellite 
resources to provide these beams with M channels. 
Hence, once a channel is assigned, bit rate selection for 
transmission to and from these low-capacity beams 
severely restricts the participating earth stations. In 
addition, flexibility in selecting carrier sizes, as provided 
in nonregenerative FDMA systems is no longer possible 
Therefore, the limitations of inner-routing or switching 
are inconsistent with the marketplace, which is driving 
satellite system architectures toward greater ef?ciency 
and cost consciousness while demanding highly ?exible 
access to a growing number of services and customers. 
As the number of beams is increased in order to in 

crease G/T, e.i.r.p. and the number of frequency reuses, 
most of the areas covered by the narrow beams do not 
need to be illuminated all the time. Therefore hopping 
and scanning beams provide additional ?exibility by 
assigning the available RF power in short cyclical inter 
vals on demand. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of this invention to provide multibeam 
systems with improved operational flexibility. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide an 
improved switching con?guration for use among other 
things in the improved multibeam communications sys 
tems of the present invention. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide 
an improved on-board switching system which will 
minimize the quantity of satellite hardware while 
achieving the desired objectives of high capacity, 
highly ?exible access, and high reliability for long life. 

Briefly, the above and other objects of the invention 
are achieved through the use of both inner and outer 
routing/switching. In a preferred embodiment, a ?rst 
array or matrix selectively directs the received channels. 
to either demodulators or frequency translators. An 
inner array or matrix includes both a baseband switch 
and processor section for processing and switching the 
outputs of the demodulators and a matrix for switching 
the outputs of the frequency translators. The outputs of 
the baseband switch and processor section are then 
remodulated and provided to a third matrix array, while 
the outputs of the inner switchmatrix are also provided 
to the third matrix, with frequency translation if neces 
sary. In a distributed hopping beam system, the outer 
matrices are microwave switch matrices and in a hybrid 
scanning-hopping multibeam system the outer matrices 
are beam forming matrices. 

In addition, a new type of rearrangeable switch ma 
trix is disclosed which will have wide application, in 
addition to its use in a SS-TDMA system and includes a 
plurality of crossbar switch matrices combined to form 
a minimum element rearrangeable matrix. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will be more clearly understood from 
the following description in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a brief schematic diagram of a satellite pay 

load with 8 active channels and 12 power transmitters: 
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6 
FIG. 2 is an alternative diagram of the double-ring 

redundancy arrangement in the subsystem of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an illustration of spot, zone and hemi beams 

provided by INTELSAT VI in the Atlantic Ocean 
Region 
FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed block diagram of an on-board 

processing ?xed-multibeam satellite for SS-TDMA 
with inner routing/switching; 
FIG. 5 is an illustration of pencil spot beams covering 

land masses in the Atlantic Ocean Region; 
FIG. 6 is a conceptual block diagram of a new multi 

ple scanning-beam satellite system, with outer routing; 
FIG. 7 is a conceptual block diagram of a new multi 

ple hopping beam satellite system, with outer switching; 
FIGS. 8(a) and 8(b) are a conceptual diagrams of 

rearrangeable configurations of (4X 4) and (8 X 8) matri 
ces, respectively using DPDT switches; 
FIG. 9 is a brief diagram of an N><M cross-bar 

switch matrix implemented as a three-stage matrix; 
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a multiple hopping 

beam satellite payload using a three-stage switching 
matrix with distributed inner and outer switching; 
FIG. 11 is an illustration of a representative set of 

active scanning-hopping beams; 
FIG. 12 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a hybrid 

multiple scanning-hopping-beam satellite payload using 
a three-stage matrix, with distributed outer-routing; 
FIG. 13 is a diagram of a system similar to FIG. 12 

except that it includes orthomode transducers (OMTs) 
for dual polarization operation; 
FIG. 14(0) is a diagram of a rearrangeable switch 

matrix for use in an implementation of the distributed 
switching system of the present invention; and 
FIG. 14(b) is a diagram of a modi?ed rearrangeable 

switch matrix according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 6 is a conceptual block diagram of a multiple 
scanning beam system with outer routing. As shown on 
the right-hand side of the ?gure, the power transmit 
subsystem consists of a beam-forming matrix (BFM), 
solid-state power ampli?ers (SSPAs), and a cluster of 
feeds for the down-links (DLFC). The BFM contains 
N-way equal-power divider and M-way equal-power 
combiner circuits (illustrated schematically as horizon 

-tal and vertical lines, respectively) and a matrix of ac 
tive modules which connect these lines at their intersec 
tions. Each active module contains a multibit phase 
shifter and ampli?ers, and may or may not include a 
digital attenuator for gain control. The transmit BFM 
contains (NXM) active modules where N=200 for the 
_l.0° and 700 for the 0.5° beams. A table within FIG. 6 
displays the total number of modules per satellite for 
various numbers of active beams. Each horizontal row 
de?nes a beam whose shape and direction of transmis 
sion are controlled by combined settings of all the ac 
tive modules in that row. Since each beam is indepen 
dently controlled several beams can be co-located and 
used together with frequency discrimination in regions 
of high communications capacity. Therefore, this sub 
system can transmit up to M =(i +j+ k) independently 
and simultaneously scanning beams. The number of 
active beams M, is independent of the number of radiat 
ing elements N, in the array. 

In this multibeam system each SSPA simultaneously 
ampli?es signal components contributed by all the ac 
tive beams. As a result the SSPA input drive levels must 
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be set to ensure nearly linear operation with an accept 
able level of intermodulation. Also every beam is gener 
ated by exciting all elements in the array and by using 
all of the SSPAs feeding those elements. This offers a 
graceful degradation in case of ampli?er failures. 
By sending a signal through one row, a pencil beam is 

produced “optically” by the addition in free space of all 
the phase-controlled outputs emanating from the feed 
cluster. The superposition of these outputs produces a 
plane wave, and the beam direction is selected by con 
trolling the relative phase of all the active modules in 
the row. Multiple pencil beams are obtained by trans 
mitting signals through any number of rows in the 
BFM. The feed cluster can be used either as a direct 
radiating array or as an active source for a dual-re?ec 
tor system such as a near-?eld Gregorian, as described 
by R. M. Sorbello A. I. Zaghloul, B. S. Lee, S. Siddiqi 
and B. D. Geller “ZO-GHz Phased-Array-Fed Antennas 
Utilizing Distributed MMIC Modules,” COMSAT 
Technical Review, Vol. 16, No. 2, Fall 1986 pp. 339-373. 
Operationally most of the beam positions may change in 
a prescribed way, several times during the 2 ms SS 
TDMA frame duration as described in the above cited 
paper by T. Inukai. 
The system depicted in FIG. 6 operates as follows. 

Up-link signals transmitted from spatially isolated 
beams are received by the up-link feed cluster (ULFC). 
and are low-noise ampli?ed. At the receive BFM, the 
signals are distributed to the active_modules. By pro 
gramming the phase settings in each row of active mod 
ules, the signal components are separated to selectively 
appear at the inputs of the high-bit-rate demodulator, a 
?exible group or bulk demultiplexer/demodulator, or a 
frequency down-converter. See, for example R. G. Egri 
K. Karimullah and F. T. Assal, “A l20-Mbit/ s TDMA 
QPSK Modem for On—Board Applications,” COMSAT 
Technical Review, Vol. 17, No. 1, Spring 1987, pp. 23-54 
and S. J. Campanella, S. Sayegh and R. Fang, “A Flexi 
ble On-Board Demultiplexer/Demodulator," AIAA 
12th International Communication Satellite Systems 
Conference, Arlington, Va. March 1988. To accommo 
date high-capacity communications beams which trans 
mit several frequency multiplexed carriers simulta 
neously, two or more rows receive the same signals for 
frequency discrimination or ?ltering in the processing 
circuits. After on-board remodulation, the signals are 
routed to the proper down-links. 

Several techniques may be used to optimize the spe 
cific con?gurations, design, and frequency assignments 
of the on-board processing hardware located between 
the two BFMs. The desired reliability is achieved by 
adding a number of redundant rows in the BFMs to be 
connected to redundant high-bit-rate demodulators 
and/or frequency down-converters, In the event of 
failure in either the BFMs or the processing circuits, 
alternate transmission paths are selected to bypass the 
failed components. Additional redundancy may not be 
necessary for SSpAs or L‘NAs, since active phased 
arrays display graceful degradation. 

In summary, outer-routing in the multibeam phased 
array system provides the desired operational ?exibil 
ity, since fractional assignment of the available RF 
power, as well as access to the various demodulators or 
frequency translators is accomplished selectively on 
demand. This system easily adjusts to different orbital 
locations and ocean regions. Finally, up to 2 GI-Iz of 
dynamic bandwidth can be provided to noncontiguous 
high-capacity beams by using dual polarized arrays at C 
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and Ku-bands. Unfortunately, this ?exible system con 
tains a large number of active components which must 
operate several decibels below saturation since all sig 
nals are ampli?ed by all the SSPAs in the system. 
An alternative technique for obtaining ?exibility is a 

multiple hopping beam system with outer switching. 
FIG. 7 is a conceptual block diagram of such a multiple 
hopping-beam system. In this case, BFMS are replaced 
With MSMs, e.g., as described by F. T. Assal, R. K. 
Gupta, K. Betahorn, A. I. Zaghloul and J. H. Apple “A 
Wideband Satellite Microwave Switch Matrix for SS 
TDMA Communications " IEEE Journal of Selected 
Areas in Communications, Vol. SAC-l, pp. 223-231. 
The down-link MSM contains N-way equal-power di 
vider and M-way equal-power combiner circuits (illus 
trated schematically as horizontal and vertical lines, 
respectively), and a matrix of microwave switches 
which connect these lines at their intersections. This 
MSM contains (NXM) active modules, where N: 100 
for the 1.0’ and 400 for the 0.5° beams and 
M = (i +j+ k). Some systems may require a different set 
of up link and down-link beams, which may be accom 
modated by setting N in the up-link cluster different 
from N in the downlink cluster. A table within the 
?gure displays the total number of nonredundant mod 
ules per satellite for various numbers of active beams. 
A remodulator can be connected to an SSPA by 

turning the appropriate switch from OFF to ON. For 
many beams, the required capacity may occupy only a 
fraction of the SS-TDMA frame. For each these beams, 
DC prime power can be saved by turning the SSPA 
transmitter ON only when needed. 

This con?guration is called a multiple “hopping" 
beam satellite, since the down-link signals appear to be 
hopping from beam to beam at the SS-TDMA frame 
rate. The capacity of some beams may be suf?ciently 
large to require combining the outputs of two or more 
remodulators and/or frequency down-converters. For 
these beams, either higher power output SSPAs or 
multiplexed transmitters need to be provided. If a multi 
plexed power transmitter system is selected, more col 
umns must be added to the MSM. Furthermore. since 
an SSPA failure disables a beam, redundant ampli?ers 
must be included either by using the double-ring redun 
dancy network described above or by increasing the 
size of the MSM to (LX M). where L is greater than N. 
and using a single-ring redundancy as indicated in FIG. 
7 for the up-links. ' 

Outer-switching in this hopping beam system pro 
vides the desired operational ?exibility, since the avail 
able RF power and access to the various demodulators 
or frequency translators is accomplished selectively on 
demand. This system does not adjust easily to different 
orbital locations or ocean regions unless additional 
feeds are included to provide for the different coverage 
areas. By using dual polarized arrays at C- and K“ 
bands, up to 2 GHz of dynamic bandwidth can be pro 
vided to noncontiguous high-capacity beams. This sys 
tem contains fewer active components then the scan 
ning-beam system, as can be seen by comparing the 
tables in FIGS. 6 and ‘7. 

Conceptually, the simplest and most ?exible solution 
for beam hopping and on-board processing is the system 
described above with reference to FIG. 7. which con 
tains two crossbar MSMs and a baseband digital proces 
sor. By imposing some operational restrictions and/or 
by increasing the complexity of input-to-output pro 
grammable mappings the number of switches can be 
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reduced signi?cantly. Two additional approaches will 
now be described, using nonredundant canonical (mini 
mum-element) con?gurations to simplify the descrip 
tion. 
With the proper controls a crossbar MSM allows any 

set of inputs to be connected to any sets of outputs. That 
is, any n can be connected to any in where (n, m) are less 
than or equal to the dimensions of the (N X M) rectangu 
lar matrix. This MSM allows partial and full broadcast 
modes in either direction (one to any 111 connections). 
This matrix is also nonblocking and non-interrupting 
i.e., all one-to-one connections can be made without 
exception, and if a subset (i.e., a limited number) of 
connections must be modi?ed, it is not necessary to 
break and remake extraneous connections. In contrast, 
in order to alter the connectivity map of a number of 
SS-TDMA links, an interrupting matrix may require the 
breaking and remaking of connections in otherwise 
continuous transmissions of trunk lines passing through 
the matrix. This requires multibursting of what could 
have been continuous transmissions. 
FIGS. 8(a) and (b) illustrate (4X4) and (8X8) rear 

rangeable switch matrices, as described for example, by 
A. Waksman. “A Permutation Network.” Journal of the 
Association of Computing Machinery, Vol. 15, No. 1, 
January 1968, The (4X4) matrix consists of ?ve double 
pole double throw @PDT) switches, or “,8 elements,” 
which are connected to provide all the one-to-one inter 
connect possibilities between the inputs and outputs, 
Extension to larger matrices may be achieved by using 
(4X4) submatrices and DPDT elements as building 
blocks. In their canonical form rearrangeable matrices 
are nonblocking but interrupting networks. Their input 
to-output interconnection mapping is complex, since 
the signals flow through a number of switches in cas 
cade. For large matrices, rearrangeable matrices require 
a minimum number of single-pole single-throw (SPST) 
switches (A DPDT element contains four SPST 
switches), and their transmission loss is lower than that 
of a crossbar MSM. 
A three-stage nonblocking switching network con 

cept was presented by C. Clos, “A Study of Non-Block 
ing Switching Networks.” The Bell System Technical 
Journal, Vol. XXXII, March 1953, pp. 406-424. FIG. 9 
illustrates a (N XM) three-stage matrix consisting of 
three sets of crossbar matrices namely {N/nX(n><k)]. 
[kX (N/n X M/m)]. and [M/m X (k X m)]. Hard-wiring is 
done as follows. The k outputs of each of the ?rst set of 
crossbar matrices are distributed among the k subma 
trices of the second set, and the M/m outputs of each of 
the second sets of crossbar matrices are distributed 
among the M/m submatrices of the third set. This is a 
nonblocking non-interrupting matrix. Compared to the 
crossbar matrix, implementation of this unit at micro 
wave frequencies is more desirable, since each subma 
trix is smaller and more manageable to fabricate than 
the crossbar (NXM) MSM. 
A fourth alternative will hereinafter be referred to as 

a “modi?ed rearrangeable” switch matrix, In FIGS. 
8(a) and 8(b), each switching element includes four 
SPSTs, so that the (4X4) matrix illustrated in FIG. 8(a) 
will require 20 SPSTs. However, a (4X4) crossbar 
switch matrix includes only 16 SPSTs, Thus, e.g., the 
number of switches needed to implement the (8X8) 
matrix of FIG. 8(b) could be reduced from 68 to 60 by 
implementing the two (4X4) matrices in FIG. 8(b) with 
crossbar switch matrices. 
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10 
Table 1 compares the SPST element counts for the 

four approaches. The rearrangeable and modi?ed rear 
rangeable matrices require the lowest number of ele 
ments. For example, assuming N=l024. then 36,868 
SPSTs are needed for the rearrangeable matrix, and 
35.844 for the modi?ed rearrangeable matrix, compared 
to 190.464 and 1.048.576 for the three-stage and cross 
bar matrices, respectively. 

TABLE 1 
Switch Count Comparison 

of Sguare Matrices 
Modi?ed 

Clos Rearrange- Rearrange 
N = M Crossbar Threeastage able able 

2 4 4 4 
4 16 20 16 
8 64 68 60 

16 256 196 180 
32 1,024 896 516 484 
64 4,096 2,688 1,284 1,220 
128 16,384 7,600 3,076 2,908 
256 65,536 23,040 7,172 6.916 
512 262,144 63,488 16,388 15,376 

1,024 1,048,576 190,464 36,868 35,844 

Embodiments of the present invention employing a 
distributed routing/switching concept will now be de 
scribed. Still referring to FIG. 9, a multiple-hopping 
satellite concept can be con?gured by bisecting be 
tween all the outputs of the ?rst stage and the inputs of 
the second stage and inserting demodulators and/or 
frequency down-converters. Wherever signals are de 
modulated, the MSMs are replaced with baseband 
switch matrices and processors. Finally, the matrix is 
bisected between all the outputs of the baseband switch 
matrices and processors and the inputs of the third 
stage, and remodulators are inserted. As a result, once a 
signal is demodulated, it must pass through a baseband 
switch ‘matrix and processor and a remodulator before it 
re-enters an MSM in the third stage. Similarly, if a sig 
nal is only to be frequency translated, its second and 
third stages are MSMs. As indicated, this distributed 
switching may impose some restrictions on satellite 
architectures, since speci?c demodulator and/or fre 
quency down-converter assignments are made to each 
cluster of beam-hopping elements. 
An embodiment of the invention will be described in 

the context of a distributed hopping multibeam system 
with inner and outer switching. FIG. 10 is a block dia 
gram of a hopping multiple-pencil-beam satellite pay 
load, using the three-stage switch matrix concept. The 
con?guration includes subsystems at C- and Ku-bands. 
Some of the transmission paths are demodulated (as 
suming single carrier demodulations or flexible bulk 
demultiplexing/demodulations), while others are fre 
quency-translated to the appropriate down-link fre 
quencies. Switching and cross-strapping for the fre 
quency translated paths are performed at C- band. The 
baseband matrices process and route all incoming sig 
nals independently of their original bands or carrier 
center frequencies. 
'- Each beam is generated by a single feed, as indicated 
in FIG. 10. There are J and L beams at the K,,— and 
C-bands respectively. For each band the up-link feeds 
are connected to a single-ring redundancy network, 
which is exercised by the executive monitor and control 
processor in the event of a LNR failure. Similar redun 
dancy is provided for the SSpA transmitters. In other 
cases, sets of redundant transmission paths assigned to 














